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Dear reader,

Welcome to the second edition of the IBM Netfinity®  server and
Windows® 2000 Solutions Guide, designed to help you find the
right Microsoft Windows 2000 solution. All the software that is
featured in this guide has been validated on IBM Netfinity
servers running Windows 20001. In 1999, IBM had over 1,000
ServerProvenTM solutions, and this year we are striving to
provide you with an even broader level of reliability and support
information for specific applications with the next generation
Windows 2000 operating system.

IBM has invested in 11 Solution Partnership Centers around the
globe. These Centers work with independent software vendors
to validate their applications on the IBM Netfinity platform. If
you are a solution provider and would like to find out more, visit
our Web site at www.developer.ibm.com/welcome/netfinity/w2k

We hope you find the information valuable as you explore
Microsoft solutions on IBM Netfinity systems.

Sandy Carter

For an on-line version of the Solutions Guide please visit our
website at www.pc.ibm.com/ww/netfinity/alliances/windows
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AccountMate
Offering a full-featured 32-bit financial information application,
AccountMate® Software Corporation provides advanced
enterprise management software to a wide variety of busi-
nesses, including manufacturing and distribution. With avail-
able source code, the software can be modified to meet a
business’ specific needs, and these modifications can move
easily across version upgrades.

Optimizing the IBM Netfinity technologies, Visual
AccountMate®/SQL, AccountMate’s flagship product, provides
exceptional reliability and stability—as well as meshing
seamlessly with the perfect hardware platform for e-commerce.

Visual AccountMate/SQL will be among the first Windows 2000
Certified applications, further serving AccountMate’s commit-
ment to delivering the highest value available to the small and
mid-size business market. AccountMate has long-standing
technical and corporate relationships with both Microsoft and
IBM, meaning your Visual AccountMate purchase has been
thoroughly tested-and re-tested—so you can concentrate on
your business and count on your financial information software
to be a reliable tool for improving your profits.

AccountMate Software Corporation
81 Digital Drive
Novato, CA 94949
Tel 800-877-8896
www.accountmate.com



Adonix: a world-class ERP designed
for midsize companies
ADONIX® develops and markets innovative enterprise busi-
ness application systems which address corporate needs in
Finance, Accounting, Sales, Purchasing, Manufacturing, Distribu-
tion and Logistics.

ADONIX has released a new Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) system, Adonix X3™. Highly functional, Adonix X3 is
engineered to be easier to install and maintain, easier to
personalise and extend, and easier to use than traditional ERPs,
thereby saving time and costs, and reducing implementation
risks. Adonix X3 is particularly well suited to small and midsize
companies which are more resource-constrained and risk
intolerant, and usually have to compromise between essential
functionality and potential cost when selecting a new ERP
system.

Adonix
2200 Georgetowne Drive
Sewickley, PA  15143
Tel 724-933-1377
Fax 724-933-1379
www.adonix.com
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Delivering on End-to-End e-Enabled
Enterprise Solutions
Baan® has worked closely with Microsoft® and IBM over the
past few years to turn our common view of enterprise comput-
ing into a reality.

Baan enterprise solutions coupled with Microsoft technology
brings customers the building blocks necessary for a compre-
hensive Digital Nervous System—available to any business of
any size.

By combining this application framework with Netfinity®  servers’
powerful processing ability, a world-class enterprise solution is
created for our joint customers.

BaanERP 5.0c is one of the first enterprise-class applications to
be directory-enabled on the Microsoft Windows 2000® operating
system, making Baan, Microsoft and IBM Netfinity servers a
winning combination for any customer.

Baan Company N.V.
Baron van Nagell str 89
3770 AC Barneveld
The  Netherlands
Tel 31-(0) 342-428888
Fax 31-(0) 342-428822
www.baan.com
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Cognos Enterprise Business
Intelligence Solution
IBM provides the perfect platform with Netfinity servers, the
affordable enterprise server for Windows 2000 that delivers the
power, control, and the availability needed to run demanding
OLAP and enterprise applications. And the Cognos® enterprise
business intelligence solution offers the world’s most complete
front-end coverage for the Microsoft SQL Server™ and Microsoft
BackOffice® environment.

Running on the Netfinity 7000 series through to the Netfinity
3500 M10, Cognos’ BI solution:

• Delivers the highest productivity gains to the user, and the
most manageable solution to the administrator

• Provides immediate value from your SQL Server 7.0 invest-
ment

• Is for any type of user on the  Web or Windows client

Cognos
Tel 613-738-1440
Fax 613-738-7402
rupert.bonham-carter@cognos.com
www.cognos.com/netfinity
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Inktomi: Scaling the Internet
Based in Foster City, Calif., Inktomi develops and markets
scalable software designed for the world’s largest Internet
infrastructure and media companies. IBM and Inktomi are
working together to deliver reliable Internet infrastructure
solutions on the Intel processor-based platform to enterprise
and ISPs customers alike.

The combination of the Inktomi Traffic Server product with the
Netfinity X-architecture features of the server family offers a
network cache platform designed to help Internet infrastructure
and content providers scale their operations to meet rapidly
growing demand and performance requirements. By embed-
ding programmable intelligence into the network, Traffic Server
and Content Delivery Suite provide a platform for ISPs, back-
bone companies, hosting providers, and enterprises to deliver
new services to their customers network cache platform and
associated value-added service applications. Inktomi works
with leading companies including America Online, British
Telecommunications, CNET, Excite@Home, Intel, RealNetworks
and Yahoo!.

Inktomi Corporation
4100 East 3rd Avenue
Foster City, CA 94404
Tel 650-653-2800
Fax 650-653-2801
www.inktomi.com
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IBM Software Offerings for
Windows 2000
IBM software solutions offer database, collaboration, host
connectivity and file sharing applications to help you gain a
competitive edge. Our software applications extend the
homogeneous model of Windows servers to the heteroge-
neous world that is the reality of most network enterprises
today. And our programming model for e-business—the
Application Framework for e-business—can help you leverage
existing systems and skills investments to develop a new
generation of applications. Our Application Framework for e-
business combines cross-platform tools, standards-based
software and a proven methodology that enables you to build
a solid foundation for e-business on the platform of your
choice. IBM Software Division also has a team of Windows
2000 experts—the IBM Windows 2000 Systems Manager
team—helping IBM, Lotus and Tivoli software development
labs to optimize their products for Windows 2000. IBM’s goal is
to ensure that our customers can exploit Windows 2000
features, such as Active Directory and Microsoft Management
Console.

International Business
Machines Corporation
New Orchard Road
Armonk, NY 10504
Tel 914-499-1900
www.ibm.com/software
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J.D. Edwards
J. D. Edwards and IBM Netfinity have a strong partnership which
includes Microsoft Windows NT and Windows 2000.
J. D. Edwards OneWorld solutions are both ServerProven and
ClusterProven, validated to run optimally on Netfinity servers.
This 3-way partnership was featured during the Microsoft
Windows 2000 launch in San Francisco.

J. D. Edwards ERP solutions with Siebel CRM solutions  are
optimized for IBM Netfinity servers, offering the most powerful,
integrated sales and customer services solutions for e-busi-
ness and ERP back office needs.

J. D. Edwards Storefront solution features integration with IBM’s
WebSphere Commerce Suite, combining a rich e-commerce
solution with the most flexible ERP OneWorld solution sup-
ported by highly available, scalable and reliable Netfinity
servers.

JD Edwards Corporate
One Technology Way
Denver, CO  80237
Tel 800-727-5333
Fax 303-334-4000
www.jdedwards.com
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Octopus: Before Disaster Strikes
Legato Octopus® provides data protection for Microsoft
Windows 2000 and Windows NT networks by replicating data to
local and/or remote systems, providing data availability for
mission-critical data in the event the data is damaged or
destroyed at the primary location. Octopus allows the user to
specify which drives, directories and/or files they wish to
replicate and the target system where the replicated files will
reside. Users can also configure failover options that allow the
target system to assume the machine name and IP address of
a failed source system.

Octopus replication can also provide added protection to data
in a Microsoft Cluster Server® configuration. Octopus can be
installed in a Microsoft Cluster and replicate data from the
shared disk outside the cluster to another cluster or stand-
alone system protecting the data if the disk is damaged.

Octopus data availability software recently received both
ClusterProvenTM and ServerProvenTM validation and registration
on IBM’s Netfinity platform, making it the first distance replica-
tion software certified in both programs.

Legato Systems
Tel 650-812-6000
Fax 650-812-6032
Octopus@legato.com
www.legato.com
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Lilly Software Associates: Common
Sense Solutions in a Complex World
Lilly Software Associates® offers a complete supply chain
product line including VISUAL Manufacturing®, the first true
Microsoft Windows-based, client/server solution for the manu-
facturing community. Lilly’s US patented technology allows
manufacturing organizations to schedule both materials and
resources concurrently. IBM and Lilly have worked closely
together to validate and optimize solutions through the Netfinity
ServerProven program. As a Netfinity/Windows 2000 launch
partner, Lilly’s applications will take advantage of Netfinity
X-architecture enhancements to deliver superior scalability and
control.

Lilly Software Associates
500 Lafayette Road
Hampton, NH 03842
Tel 603-926-9696
Fax 603-926-9698
www.lillysoftware.com
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Lotus Domino: The Power to Connect
People - Easily, Securely and Reliably
Lotus® intends to pursue Windows 2000 Professional and
Windows 2000 Server logo certification as part of the next
featured release of Lotus Notes® and Domino™. Specific areas
of focus include Active Directory, security, the Windows installer,
and internationalization. Lotus will support Notes and Domino
R5 running on Windows 2000 Professional/Windows 2000
Server within 90 days of Windows 2000 general availability.
Lotus has publicly committed to this support and is registered
on the Windows 2000-ready listings on Microsoft’s Web site
(www.microsoft.com/windows2000). The Netfinity family of
servers makes Internet communication and collaboration easier
by including Lotus Domino Application Server, five Notes
collaboration client licenses and five Web browser client access
licenses with the purchase of most Netfinity systems before
December 31, 2000. (Both IBM Netfinity and Lotus Domino have
been working to ensure that customers can run Windows 2000
on this joint solution.)

Lotus Development Corporation
55 Cambridge Parkway
Cambridge, MA 02142
Tel 617-577-8500
www.lotus.com
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Macola Software
At Macola, we realize the importance of offering business
solutions that provide the agility to meet the demands of
today’s changing marketplace.  We offer an e-Business solution
that integrates e-Commerce, BackOffice ERP and Customer
Relationship Management.  Our solutions are built upon
superior business applications that maximize the power and
stability of technologies like Microsoft 2000.  Also, Macola’s
integration with the IBM Netfinity ServerProven program offers
customers a complete solution including - software and a
business system that has been tested for compatibility.

Macola, Incorporated
333 E. Center St.
Marion, OH 43301
Tel 800-468-0834
www.macola.com
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Navision: Keeping Pace with a
Changing Business World
As a member of IBM’s ServerProven program, Navision®

Software will be testing its applications on the Windows 2000
platform using Netfinity servers. The IBM ServerProven pro-
gram and IBM Netfinity X-architecture give us the confidence
that we’re building our applications on a proven, reliable
platform. Our mutual customers will benefit from having tested,
tuned and optimized business solutions that will enable them
to run their businesses now and into the future.

Navision Financials and IBM Netfinity servers are designed to
move with the customer’s business needs in times of growth
and change. Such a partnership strengthens the capabilities of
partners and customers. From Navision Software’s point-of-
view, this will increase the power of our unique business model.
Navision and IBM will target the training of our business
partners in pre-sales and technical support on this specific
platform, which brings high-level know-how to our customers
globally.

Navision Software a/s
Frydenlunds Allé 6  (map)
2950 Vedbæk
Denmark
Tel 45 45 65 50 00
Fax 45 45 65 50 01
www.navision.com
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NetIQ AppManager Support for IBM
Netfinity Clusters
AppManager® Suite’s functionality for IBM Netfinity Clusters
running Microsoft Cluster Server includes proactive event
detection, notification and correction, as well as real-time and
historical performance monitoring and reporting for trend
analysis. Some of the standard “out-of-the-box” monitoring
functions provided by AppManager’s cluster management
capabilities include:

• automatic detection of cluster state changes

• monitoring if a cluster resource has changed its state

• determination if a cluster resource has been added, deleted
or changed; and monitoring of the Windows NT Server Event
Logs for cluster-specific error messages

The resulting solution lets MIS personnel use AppManager’s
central, easy-to-use console to not only manage distributed
Windows NT-based applications such as Exchange Server and
Lotus Domino, but also to let MIS personnel monitor IBM
Netfinity system-specific hardware statistics such as computer
temperature and status of network interface cards.

NetIQ Corporation
5410 Betsy Ross Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95054
Tel 408-330-7000
Fax 408-330-0979
www.netiq.com
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Oracle e-business Suite: Transforming
the Way You Do Business
Oracle® runs on all primary operating systems including
Windows 2000. Oracle and IBM Netfinity servers have a strong
partnership on Windows that encompasses Oracle’s use of
IBM Netfinity servers for base development on both the Oracle
Applications System bundle and the I-Procurement System
bundle. Oracle develops some of its Intel processor-based
software on Netfinity 7000 M10 and 5500 M20 servers and, in
addition, Oracle’s e-Business Suite runs on all Netfinity servers.

With Oracle and Netfinity, a new model for business is taking
shape—e-business—and it’s built on the largest communica-
tions network on the planet, the Internet. Any business that
hopes to survive—and thrive—must become an e-business.

Oracle Corporation
500 Oracle Pkwy
Redwood Shores, CA  94065
Tel 650-506-7000
www.oracle.com
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Prologue Software
SYSTEM SOFTWARE PUBLISHER AND DESIGNER :
SPECIALIZED IN THE MULTI-USER ENVIRONMENT

Prologue Software designs and publishes software for devel-
oping and operating multi-user  applications in an Internet/
Intranet environment.

The company offers a range of products for the “Thin Client”
market (multi-user system software, software components)
and has entered the fast-emerging Application Service Provider
(ASP) market allowing companies to rent software and access
it over the Internet.

Prologue Software Europe
Z.A. de courtaboeuf
12, avenue des Tropiques - B.P. 73
91943 LES ULIS CEDEX
France
Tel 01-69-29-39-39
Fax 01-69-28-89-55
www.prologue-software.fr

Prologue Software USA
180 Crossen Avenue
Elk Grove Villiage, IL  60007
Tel 847-364-9200
Fax 847-593-2790
www.igcinc.com
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QAD: Power Up Your Enterprise
QAD® is a leading provider of industry-specific e-business
software and services to multinational manufacturers and
distributors of all sizes, with special focus on the mid-market.
The QAD PowerSystem solution is optimized for scalable IBM
Netfinity servers and delivers critical industry-specific enter-
prise functionality specifically designed for global manufactur-
ers in the following targeted industries: automotive, consumer
products, electronics, food and beverage, industrial, and
medical. Built-in benefits of the PowerSystem solution include
scalability and flexibility to support future growth, a fast
implementation, and a complete pre-loaded, pre-integrated and
pre-configured package of business software, servers,
database, system management and networking products.

QAD Inc.
6450 Via Real
Carpinteria, CA 93013
Tel 805-684-6614
www.qad.com



Through Knowledge Comes Control
Sage® is currently testing our industry-leading accounting,
manufacturing and distribution software solutions for Windows
2000 compatibility on the IBM Netfinity platform. This promotes
the best overall environment for testing because all of our
applications have been tested to run with peak performance on
Netfinity servers, including the Windows Installer, which is an
exciting new feature to Windows 2000 that helps track compo-
nents of applications. This means it will cleanly perform
uninstall and removal tasks preventing damage to the perfor-
mance of applications or the operating system. The Installer
also manages all application file paths and ensures that no
applications point to missing files—saving hours of trouble-
shooting and frustration. Sage will continue to leverage IBM’s
ServerProven program in an effort to provide our customers with
the best opportunity to select a total solution that has been
tested and proven. ServerProven solutions are optimized for
Sage’s specific applications and configurations, improving our
time-to-market and simplifying our customers’ purchasing
decisions—allowing them to focus on running their business.

Sage Software, Inc.
56 Technology
Irvine, CA  92618
Tel 800-854-3415
www.sage.com
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SAS Institute
SAS® Institute, the leader in decision support and data ware-
housing, provides integrated enterprise information delivery and
e-business solutions. Founded in 1976, the Institute markets
packaged business solutions for vertical industry and depart-
mental applications. An integrated suite of software tools and
consulting services allows departments and agencies to
transform the wide variety of data within their organizations into
information that business users and researchers need to make
better decisions. SAS software and services are used at more
than 33,000 business, government, and university sites in 115
countries.

Recognizing the commitment our customers have made—and
continue to make—to running SAS software on Netfinity
servers, SAS Institute will support the new Microsoft Windows
2000 operating system offerings as they become available. The
SAS System for Windows will be submitted for the Windows
2000 logo after production availability of the new operating
system.

SAS Institute Inc.
SAS Campus Drive
Cary, NC 27513-2414
Tel 919-677-8000
Fax 919-677-4444
www.sas.com
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SMS: Worldwide leader in health
information solutions
Shared Medical Systems® Corporation (SMS)   (NYSE: SMS) is
the premier Application Service Provider (ASP) in healthcare
and worldwide leader in health information technology solu-
tions. Through long-term strategic alliances with IBM and
Microsoft, SMS is able to optimize solutions built on IBM
Netfinity servers and Microsoft Windows 2000.  A past recipient
of IBM’s Netfinity Excellence  Award, SMS currently offers
applications that carry the  IBM Netfinity ServerProven and
ClusterProven certifications. Continued collaboration is evident
at the SMS/Microsoft Joint Development Lab in Redmond,  WA,
where  effects are on-going to optimized the scalability and
compatibility of SMS applications running on Windows 2000
and Netfinity servers.

Shared Medical Systems Corporation
51 Valley Stream Parkway
Malvern, PA  19355
Tel 601-219-6300
Fax 601-219-8266
www.smed.com
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Siebel: Ensuring Customer Success
Siebel® e-CRM applications running on IBM Netfinity servers
offer customers a powerful, totally integrated sales and cus-
tomer service solution that can meet today’s and tomorrow’s
e-business needs. And through the Netfinity ServerProven
program, each Siebel solution is validated to run optimally on
IBM Netfinity servers, assuring customers of a sure-fire way to
accelerate their tailored e-business solution deployment and
quickly realize return on investment. Combining the availability
enhancements of Netfinity’s X-architecture and Windows 2000,
and a range of solutions designed to meet the needs of small
businesses through large enterprises, there’s a Siebel/Netfinity
solution that’s right for your business.

Siebel Systems, Inc.
1855 South Grant Street
San Mateo, CA 94402
Tel 650-295-5000
Fax 650-295-5111
www.siebel.com
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SBT Accounting Systems
SBT is the world’s leading supplier of open source database
Accounting systems.  SBT software delivers accounting
solutions to companies of all sizes in the manufacturing,
distribution and warehouse management industries. All SBT
products are IBM Netfinity ServerProven, run on Microsoft
Windows 2000 and are based on Microsoft technology.  SBT
solutions deliver robust accounting software, bring vital finan-
cial information to your fingertips, and make your company e-
business ready. If you’re a Developer, Solution Provider or
Reseller, be sure to check out our web site and see what SBT
Accounting Systems has to offer.

Software Business Technologies
1401 Los Gamos Drive
San Rafael, CA 94903
Tel 415-444-9900
Fax 415-444-9901
www.sbt.com
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Solomon Software: Flexibility to Get
You There, Faster
By running their Solomon IV® business management systems
on the Netfinity platform using Windows 2000, our customers
will experience significant productivity breakthroughs: faster
throughput, lower cost per transaction, and increased produc-
tivity. In addition, our small to mid-sized customers can benefit
from the reliability and scalability of affordable Netfinity
servers—traditionally only found in enterprise-class systems.
As a partner with IBM for three years, and a pioneer member of
the Netfinity ServerProven program, Solomon Software works
closely with IBM on performance benchmarks, server sizing
guides and logo certification for Windows 2000, including
benchmarks and testing performed on Netfinity 3500 M10,
Netfinity 5500 & Netfinity 7000 servers.

When customers chose a Windows 2000 solution from Solomon
Software and IBM, they can be assured of lower risk, proven
compatibility and high performance. Since Solomon IV is
optimized exclusively for Microsoft platforms, customers gain
the benefits built into Windows 2000 and SQL Server 7, includ-
ing interoperability with existing business applications and a
flexible architecture to customize Solomon IV.

Solomon Software, Inc.
200 E Hardin St.
Findlay, OH  45840
Tel 800-476-5666
Fax 419-424-3400
sales@solomon.com
www.solomon.com
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Symix: Putting Your Customers First
Symix® Systems, Inc. develops, markets and supports inte-
grated enterprise and supply chain management systems that
meet the unique needs of midsize manufacturing and distribu-
tion companies. Symix is the originator of Customer Synchro-
nized Resource Planning (CSRP), which extends Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) to incorporate customer needs into
central planning processes. As a member of the Netfinity
ServerProven program, Symix applications are validated and
optimized to run on IBM Netfinity servers. And with planned
support for Windows 2000, a Symix/Netfinity system solution
can help position your business for future growth.

Symix Systems Inc.
2800 Corporate Exchange Drive
Columbus, OH 43231-1666
Tel 614-523-7000
Fax 614-895-2504
www.symix.com
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VERITAS Backup Exec for Windows
NT/2000–The World’s # 1 Windows
NT/2000 Backup Solution
VERITAS® Backup Exec™ for Windows NT® and Windows 2000
is the industry-standard backup solution providing 100%
compatibility for the total Windows NT 4.0 and Windows 2000
environments, offering reliable backup and recovery of Win-
dows 2000 Active Directory, Distributed File System and the
System State components. Built-in virus protection and an
intuitive user interface provide a reliable and easy-to-use data
protection solution, while built-in wizards provide any level of
user the ability to perform many common tasks, including job
creation, device configuration, media rotation as well as
disaster preparation and recovery. Combined with the many
available options, Backup Exec provides a complete scalable
solution for any size network by utilizing exclusive agent
accelerator technology to enable high-performance remote
server protection.

VERITAS Software Corporation
1600 Plymouth St.
Mountain View, CA 94043
Tel 650-335-8000
Fax 650-335-8050
www.veritas.com
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Get a Grip on Your Storage
www.getagriponit.com
W. Quinn Associates specializes in software solutions that
allow you to take control of your Microsoft Windows NT/2000
storage. Our StorageCeNTral™ suite, which includes
QuotaAdvisor and DiskAdvisor, is the only storage manage-
ment tool that operates in real time to control and monitor disk
space, report on storage content and monitor the health of your
storage. StorageCeNTral prevents storage-related problems
before they affect your server. Additionally, FileScreen 2000 is
the first and only software solution to screen files by name and
file type to keep them from being written to your Windows NT
servers.

• StorageCeNTral—The most comprehensive storage manage-
ment solution for Windows NT.

• QuotaAdvisor—Get back on top by monitoring, managing,
and enforcing Windows NT storage limits at the user or group
level.

• DiskAdvisor—Recover wasted space with the complete disk
reporting solution available for Windows NT.

• FileScreen 2000—Take charge by keeping unwanted file
types off your servers.

W.Quinn Associates
Tel 703-758-0707
Fax 703-758-0727
info@wquinn.com
www.wquinn.com
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